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RALPH LINTON 1893-1953
Professor Ralph Linton, Sterling Professor of Anthropology at Yale since
1946 and one of the leading cultural anthropologists of this country, died on
24 December 1953 of a coronary attack. He had been a close friend and a
great admirer of the chairman of his department, Wendell Bennett, who
was so tragically drowned last September. The premature deaths of these
two national leaders who were almost as well known and recognized abroad
as at home is a grievous loss to anthropology, to Yale, and to their wide
circle of friends.
Dr. Linton was also an authority on mental disease among primitive
peoples and it is fortunate that he was spared to give the Thomas William
Salmon Memorial Lectures on the 2d, 9th, and 17th of last November on
the general subject of "Culture and mental disease." In these lectures
Dr. Linton summarized his vast knowledge of a field which has come to be
of increasing interest and importance as problems of mental derangement
are subjected to closer scrutiny. The Lancet of London, with characteristic
promptness, published an editorial summary of the lectures in its number
for 26 December 1953, and the Editor has graciously permitted The Yale
Journal to reprint the editorial in its entirety. The extent of the comment
is indicative of Linton's stature as an anthropologist and we feel that it is a
fitting tribute to the memory of one of the great scholars of our time.
THE CULTURE AND THE BREAKDOWN
In finding expression the troubled mind makes use of the material to hand. Any
contemporary event, great or trifling, can be dramatised to make an anxiety dream,
any current belief harnessed to a hysterical manifestation. Prof. RALPH LINTON,
in the Thomas William Salmon lectures delivered last month to the New York
Academy of Medicine, pointed out that in fact the influence of the culture runs through
the manifestations of mental disorder in every society. The relation of the individual
with his culture is reciprocal: he is shaped by it and he contributes to its shaping.
As he grows up, his culture influences him in three ways-by what other people do to
him (especially in the way of child care and training), by what they deliberately teach
him, and by what he sees of their behaviour to other people. The last is a stronger
influence than is often supposed, for the ability of the child to compare the treatment
he is getting with that received by others affects his valuation of himself, and helps to
determine his relationship with his parents. We are still not sure at what period the
culture exercises its maximum influence on the developing personality, though clearly
it will be during the early years of life. Prof. LINTON notes, however, that recent
research suggests that infantile experiences-toilet training and nursing patterns-are
not such important personality determinants as was formerly supposed.
The influence of the individual on his culture is exerted when, as an adult, he is
able to accept or reject new ideas. Since all members of a society are exposed to much
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the same cultural influences, it is not surprising that certain personality resemblances
run through particular societies, though of course there is no general identity of
personality structure: all types of personality can be found in any society (provided it
is reasonably large), but the frequency with which a given type of personality appears
will differ from one society to another. The type of personality occurring most often in
a particular society is termed the "basic personality"; and the basic personalities of
different societies naturally differ considerably. Except in cultures undergoing rapid
change, the basic personality will be congruous with the culture, and those who are
happily equipped with it will be able to participate in the culture with a minimum of
frustrations and a maximum of rewards. All societies have neurotics, psychotics, and
hysterics, recognised by other members of the society as such; but their symptoms
differ from society to society in ways which strongly suggest that they have been
shaped by cultural influences. Moreover societies differ in the way they deal with
people showing these disorders, and some make social use of particular forms of
psychic abnormality. The abnormalities themselves, however, seem to crop up in all
societies, and as LINTON puts it, "individuals with the constitutional defects responsible
for such abnormalities would be abnormal in any society." Probably these defects have
a physiological basis. Where the personality of an individual departs widely from the
basic personality of his society, tests, history-taking, and analytic studies indicate that
his early experience has often been atypical for his society.
It would be interesting, of course, to know something more about psychoses in non-
European societies, but the data are scanty. The most useful reports come from Africa,
where all types of insanity found in Europeans seem to be present, though the fre-
quencies differ. Thus depressive reactions are exceedingly rare in Africans-and so,
indeed, is self-reproach. The African blames his environment rather than himself, and
hence his psychotic response is more often paranoid than depressive. It is noteworthy
that among delusional psychotics, literates who have had a European education develop
symptoms essentially European in type, whereas non-literates show the African type of
response. From this it has been argued that Europeanisation, and the resultant cultural
stresses, is not a significant causal factor in psychosis. Self-reproach and depressive
states are rare likewise in Brazilian Negroes. Among these, physical catatonia amount-
ing to waxy flexibility has been seen in patients showing only superficial social with-
drawal. Satisfactory cultural explanations of these differences, LINTON says, have not
yet been offered. Membership of a tribe, all closely related, is a great support, and may
check a patient's impulse towards withdrawal. Again, perhaps the violent emotional
expression which these cultures permit makes self-reproach unnecessary. But, though
primitive peoples respect psychotics, regarding them with fear and awe, there is no
society, Professor LINTON finds, where the genuine psychotic occupies a favoured social
position. To exploit the advantages of abnormal behaviour one must know very well
what one is about; and the inability to do this is the real test of psychosis. Medicine
men and prophets who make a good thing out of their eccentricities do not qualify
as insane.
Neuroses seem to be as widely distributed as psychoses, though we have no clue to
their relative frequencies among primitive peoples. However, their universality is an
argument against FREUD'S theory that they originate in sexual repression: for they
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appear in societies where expression of the sexual impulse is largely unlimited. It is
more probable, LINTON thinks, that they result from the consistent frustration of any
primary drive. In the Marquesas, for instance, neurotic expressions centre round food
rather than sex. In any case there is probably an underlying constitutional factor, for in
all societies many people endure experiences which make others neurotic, without
becoming neurotic themselves.
New evidence shows that certain types of hysteria have geographical distributions,
and that these often cut across racial lines. Amok is a form of aggressive suicide
practised by males: they attack everyone they meet until they are finally killed; latah
is a condition of complete submission, in which the patient, when startled, imitates the
speech and actions of the first person he (or she) sees. Amok is limited to South-east
Asia, but latah is found in Mongolia, North Africa, and the Near East, and is also
a component of Arctic hysteria. Supposed spirit possession is found throughout most
of the Old World, but not in Moslem countries, where possession by spirits other than
demons is thought to be impossible. Among American Indians amok, latah, and spirit
possession are almost unknown, though conversion hysterias are common. In Europe
and America the pattern of hysterical symptoms has changed in the last few genera-
tions. Spirit possession, common in the seventeenth century, has almost disappeared,
and so has grande hysterie. So, too, has fainting, the hallmark of the real lady; but
social distinctions in hysteria are still with us: during the late war conversion hysterias
were almost confined to other ranks; officers had nervous breakdowns. LINTON con-
cludes that though a predisposition towards hysteria may be of physiological origin, its
manifestations are shaped by the culture to an even higher degree than are those of
neurosis and psychosis. The hysterias, of course, bring advantages: "they are designed
not only to elicit favourable response from the audience but also to inconvenience and
annoy the hysteric's associates," and must be regarded either as an escape mechanism
or a response to ego deprivation. It is worth bearing in mind how intolerable must be
the situation, how deprived the ego, to drive the patient to such lengths.
Linton had travelled extensively, studying tribal customs in Polynesia,
Central Africa, and Madagascar, and had become one of our chief author-
ities on primitive medicine and the tribal medicine man. During an expedi-
tion to Madagascar in 1925-1927 he became so popular with one of the
tribes which had just lost its medicine man that his services were enlisted to
take the place of the tribe's departed mentor. Realizing that custom among
such peoples demanded that all medicines be given with some form of ritual,
usually a chant, he taught the tribe to sing "The wearing of the green" each
time a quinine pill was administered-this, as he said with a twinkle, to
confuse future Irish anthropologists! I am sure that the Yale students who
heard Professor Linton's memorable lecture on the medicine man given in
our general course on the history of medicine on 21 October 1953 will not
soon forget the colorful personality of the lecturer nor what he had to say.
Those of us who so often enjoyed his company at Pierson College of
which he was a Fellow will remember Linton as a genial conversationalist
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who spoke interestingly and with relevance on many subjects far removed
from his sphere of primary concern. He had an outgoing nature which,
despite his cardiac difficulties, always sloped toward the sunny side.
Others, better qualified than I, will appraise his many and varied
contributions to cultural anthropology. I offer this brief tribute as one who
came to know him at Pierson where he was well liked by students both of
the College and graduate schools-eloquent testimony of the place he held
in their hearts was seen in their attendance in large numbers at the
memorial service in Dwight Chapel on 5 January conducted by the
Reverend Sidney Lovett and the Reverend Burton A. MacLean.
JOHN F. FULTON
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